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Free training for DIY enthusiasts - get the step-by-step system I use to design EVEN MORE

nootropic recipes, configure stacks, and make smart drugs -> nootropicblueprint.com (just copy

and paste into your browser)With a new nootropic company seemingly popping up every week,

the market is flooded with products that are often overpriced and may not even work. This book

teaches you the basic skills for designing and encapsulating your OWN nootropics.I started

using nootropics 9 years ago in order to regain cognitive abilities I lost due to a chronic

experience with Lyme disease. Now, I use them in an attempt to become more than human.-

Learn the basic theory of nootropic use- Choose high quality bulk vendors- Design your own

formula- Decide how to encapsulateDownload the ebook to find out how – in addition to the

ebook edition, you’ll also get:- access to additional nootropic recipes for free- an additional

PDF copy of this book (in situations where your e-reader doesn't display the color images

properly)- the chance to interact with me personally via e-mail for any questions you may have!

Biohackers unite!

About the AuthorAdams Media, an imprint of Simon & Schuster, informs, instructs, and inspires

readers across a variety of lifestyle categories by providing the content they’re looking for, from

the experts they follow and trust. From New Age to Personal Finance, Cooking to Self-Help,

Adams Media researches, identifies, creates, and distributes accessible content with implicit

discoverability. Embodying a uniquely flexible “ground-up” publishing model, Adams Media

navigates within or between consumer categories as market opportunity dictates. These are

the books people are searching for. 
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How to Make Your Own Nootropics: A Guide by Steve Cronin: First Release. v.6/16TABLE OF

CONTENTSDisclaimerPrefaceWhat Are Nootropics?How to Make Your Own NootropicsFinal

ThoughtsFREE TRAINING - Design EVEN MORE Recipes, Configure Your Own Stacks, Make

Your OWN versions of commercial nootropics and save money! Simply visit: I'll see you on the

inside!Steve CroninA VERY IMPORTANT AND HEARTFELT DISCLAIMERAt the time of this

writing, the nootropics discussed in this guide are legal to purchase within the United States.

This does not mean they should be consumed without first consulting with a physician. A drug

purchased legally, over-the-counter, does not necessarily mean it is safe to use without

professional supervision. I am not a doctor/physician, I am just some guy writing an e-book on

the Internet. Please never risk your safety.This guide is to be used for educational and

informational purposes only. This guide is not meant to be used, nor should it be used, to

diagnose or treat any medical condition. For the diagnosis or treatment of any medical

condition, consult your own physician. The publisher and author are not responsible for any

specific health or allergy needs that may require medical supervision and are not liable for any

damages or negative consequences from any treatment, action, application, or preparation to

any person reading or following the information in this guide.PREFACEFirst developed in the

1950s in the United States, nootropics (also commonly referred to as smart drugs) inspired a

generation of creative minds like Michael Hutchison, Bill Harris, and Dave Asprey. The word

“Nootropics” was coined by Psychologist and Chemist C.C. Giurgea and comes from the Greek

nous, or “mind,” and trepein meaning “to bend.”)Resurging in use and popularity within the past

five years (Google Trends suggesting a 1000% increase in searches since 2011,) nootropics

have not only have been re-popularized, but new organizations are forming to designate best

quality and new combinations to meet the demand. A new generation’s rediscovery of an old

technology has already led to new advances in this field.My use of nootropics began in 2008. A

year prior, I was diagnosed with chronic Lyme disease after traversing the woods in New

Hampshire. Lyme disease is an interesting experience as it generally affects people differently.

Some people have chronic joint pain, some have inflammation of the GI system, some lose

movement in their limbs, and even all of the above.For me, the spirochetal bacterial chose my

brain. The corkscrew shaped critters dug their way into my cerebral tissues and, along with a

great sense of chronic fatigue, I experienced a wide variety of mental performance issues for

the next two years, with some lingering defects I still battle to this day. It is for this reason I

began seeking information to improve brain health by altering my physiology to increase

mental performance. This was my first serious attempt at what is now known as

biohacking.While long-term antibiotic treatment was the solution to 80% of my abnormal

subjective experiences, I experimented, under a physician's care, with drugs to help lessen the

negative experiences. The very first of what may be deemed as a Smart Drug is Modafinil.

Vagus Nerve Healing: Activate your Natural Healing Power and Reduce Anxiety, Depression,

Chronic Diseases and Autism Learning Daily Practical Exercises. With Effective Stimulation

Techniques, Overcoming Autoimmune: A 100% natural, holistic approach to energy and total

well-being. (Natural Health Warriors Book 1), Nootropics: Everything You Need To Know About

Brain Enhancing Supplements, What Everyone Should Know About Super-efficient Learning,

Time is not infinite: 12 principles to make the best use of your time, How to Attract Money
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Using Mind Power: A Concise Guide to Manifesting Abundance, Prosperity, Financial Success,

Wealth, and Well-Being, Natural drinks for your health: fresh curative juices, herbal teas &

other tips (Nature Passion Book 0), Changing Habits of Mind: A Brain-Based Theory of

Psychotherapy, Holistic Healing for Drug & Alcohol Addiction: Enlivening Body, Mind and Spirit

to Remedy Depression, Anxiety and Self Hate, CLEANSE: Holistic Strategies For Reducing

Your Body's Chemical Load (Natural Wellness Featuring Holistic, Herbal and Plant Based

Therapies Book 1), Mindful Framing: Transform your Anxiety into Vital Energy, Vagus Nerve &

Polyvagal Theory Exposed: Accessing the Nervus Vagus and the Power of a Healthy Brain-Gut

Connection, Ease Gastroparesis, Trauma and Complex ... Records, Empath and Vagus Nerve

Book 2), Prepared: The 8 Secret Skills of an Ex-IDF Special Forces Operator That Will Keep

You Safe - Basic Guide, ADHD Time Management: Learn to Master Time For Greater

Accomplishment, Consistency, and Follow-through, How to Build a Memory Palace Book One:

Memory Improvement using Memory Palace Techniques (How To Build a Mnemonics Memory

Palace 1), Organic Body Care: 57 DIY Homemade Body Care Recipes, Preparedness and

Survival Guide for Beginners, Ten Wild Herbs For Ten Modern Problems: Facing Today's

Health Challenges With Holistic Herbal Remedies, 16 Formulas that Convince & 101

Headlines that Convert Readers to Leads: From the Co-Founders of Think Creative Collective

Brian K Bach, “Good short concise straight to the point.. Good basic instruction, easy to

understand and to follow. Short and straigt to the point. Great advise on not doing this without a

physician's help, since side effects can vary on each own individual physiology.”

JRosenbaum, “Step-by-step stack creation. The author delivers exactly what he set out to: a

guide on making a nootropic stack. The instructions are clear and concise. He also gives some

nice background on nootropics and links to where to purchase ingredients for your first stack.

There were a number of typos, and some advice on how to gauge what's working for the user

and what isn't would have been good. But still, a great little manual.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good product. You should do your own research on recommendations

but this is a good place to start”

The book by Callum Jones has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 139 people have provided feedback.
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